After Long Island closure, nonprofit opens new women’s group home
Victory Programs opened a new recovery facility in Dorchester.
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An addiction recovery agency abruptly forced from Long Island in 2014 has opened a new group home for women, 16 months after it evacuated 47 clients to makeshift locations as officials closed the bridge to the island.

Victory Programs this week announced it had opened a 10-bed recovery facility for women in Uphams Corner. The nonprofit said it expects the site to expand to accommodate 14 women in coming weeks.

The $200,000 Dorchester project, along with a larger, 24-bed home proposed for later this year near Franklin Park in Roxbury, will restore some of the resources lost in October 2014 when city officials decided the span to Long Island was no longer safe.

Government officials and service providers worked frantically to find alternative spaces for those struggling with addictions, hundreds of homeless people, and troubled teens who used Long Island facilities.

“It was really catastrophic for us in just about every level,” Jonathan D. Scott, president and chief executive of Victory Programs, said of the evacuation of the agency’s program there.
Year since Long Island’s close finds safety net tattered

More than 700 men and women who lived on the island were scattered around the city.

Cullen: Rising from the ashes after the Long Island bridge debacle

He said he and his staff scrambled in a Quincy parking lot to make cellphone calls and find places for residents to stay in the hours after the bridge was closed.

For more than a year, Victory Programs sought to restore residential recovery options for women rebuilding their lives after addiction treatment.
Opening group homes is an intense and difficult process, Scott said, and requires lengthy community outreach and planning efforts.

The New Victories for Women group home in Dorchester that opened Feb. 22 was full almost immediately, underscoring the need for such services, which Scott said are vastly eclipsed by similar offerings for men in the Boston area.

Even when both new projects are online, Victory will still have fewer women’s recovery beds than it did on Long Island.

Though the organization remains busy planning the larger Roxbury site, which could cost $2 million, Scott said the Dorchester opening marks a milestone for Victory.

“Psychologically, it’s a very important thing to say that we’ve done this,” he said. “It’s been a huge, huge effort on everybody’s part.”

Andy Rosen can be reached at andrew.rosen@globe.com. Follow him on Twitter at @andyrosen.
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